
Quantifiers

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We should imagine architects and students of architecture will be sure to
buy the series as they appear, for they contain in brief _________ valuable
information.

1.

(many/much)
much

She had often thought, in _________ cases, if they had asked her advice
first, they might have saved trouble.
2.

(many/much)
many

He advanced a _________ steps nearer it.3. (few/little)few

They carried, also, _________ French women with their children.4.
(many/much)

many

So _________ strength residing in so spare a frame was proof sufficient of
the accuracy of his shape.
5.

(many/much)
much

I do not think there is _________ weight in the observations that the duty
we are about to lay in favour of American vessels is a burden on the
community, and particularly oppressive to some parts.

6.

(many/much)

much

It found me just returned from a long journey and absence, during which so
_________ business had accumulated, commanding the first attentions, that
another week has been added to the delay.

7.

(many/much)
much

One can hardly understand how such little creatures can be gifted with so
_________ intelligence, or instinct, as some choose to call it.
8.

(many/much)much

I suppose that I have not _________ months to live, but of course know
nothing about it.
9.

(many/much)
many

In a _________ moments it would be dark.10. (few/little)few

The bell rang not _________ minutes later.11. (many/much)many

There are _________ stones in my mosaic.12. (many/much)many

In a _________ time there was loud applause.13. (few/little)little

It was _________ minutes before we recovered speech.14. (many/much)many
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Besides these there are _________ minor streams.15. (many/much)many

They turned to the left into a road that had _________ trees.16.
(many/much)

many

A _________ words will give an outline.17. (few/little)few

I receive them with pleasure, and pay as _________ attention to them as
my avocations will permit.
18.

(many/much)
much

To the moods of her governess she did not attach so _________
importance.
19.

(many/much)
much

It is _________ books in one book.20. (many/much)many
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